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Abstract
This paper explores the nature of organizational settings, where a large extent of the operations is organized as simultaneous or
successive projects. Anchored in qualitative case studies, the paper analyzes why the resource allocation syndrome is the number one
issue for multi-project management and discusses the underlying mechanisms behind this phenomenon.
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1. Introduction
Multi-project contexts and temporary systems are
extensively common in contemporary business [1–3].
Even though inﬂuential thinkers [4,5] predicted this situation decades ago, research on these multi-project settings has traditionally been sparse. However, following
the seminal work of Gareis [6], a number of articles
have addressed issues such as multi-project scheduling
[7], strategies for composing project portfolios [8–11],
nature of program management [12–14], resource allocation between simultaneous projects [15–17], interproject learning [18], and organizing mechanisms in
projectiﬁed organizations [19–22].
So far however, theories on multi-project settings
have a limited empirical foundation; most of the contributions are either based on the author’s practical
experience or on research ﬁndings from one speciﬁc
industry, one type of project, or one type of organization. We have little knowledge concerning which factors
are context-speciﬁc and which factors are universal.
Consequently, there is a need for comparative studies of
multi-project settings from diﬀerent contexts, with dif-
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ferent kind of project portfolios, and working under
diﬀerent environmental contingencies.
This paper gives a small contribution to such systematic, empirically based, cross-sectional analyses.
Empirically anchored in comparative case study of
multi-project management in two radically diﬀerent
organizations, it addresses the following two research
questions;
(1) On a project portfolio-level, are there any
operational problems that are gen-eral to multiproject management?
(2) If so, which underlying mechanisms of the multiproject setting cause these problems?
A multi-project organizational setting, as deﬁned
here, is constituted by an organizational unit that executes a substantial share of its operations as projects.
Such a setting could be a result of an explicit strategy
[23–25], but it could also be an unintended result, where
many diﬀerent projects with independent existence and
separate goals, happen to run simultaneously [8]. In a
multi-project setting there are several projects that are
accomplished side by side, while drawing, at least some,
resources from a common resource pool. This means
that the projects are integrated into the management
control and reporting system of some common resource
pool owner [25], e.g. a general manager.
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In literature on multi-project management, the primary theme is the issue of allocation of resources
between simultaneous projects [17,25,26]. Multi-project
settings is describe as highly political, with a constant
competition going on between diﬀerent managers and
projects concerning priorities, personnel, attention, and
resources [13,27,28]. Most literature addresses multiproject resource allocation as a problem of a priori
portfolio composition, planning, and scheduling
[10,13,17,25,29]. There are only a few studies reported
on the dynamics of multi-project settings and how
management tries to coordinate the portfolio in action.
This is one such study. In the next section, the research
methodology and the empirical cases are outlined. In the
following section the two cases are compared and a common pattern of management problems is identiﬁed.
Thereafter, the underlying mechanisms to this ‘‘resource
allocation syndrome’’ are analyzed. The paper concludes
by outlining implications for research and practice.

2. Empirical research
2.1. Method
The empirical basis is two, qualitative case studies. The
ﬁrst case study was executed from April 1998 to June 1999
at a contract division of a major supplier of signaling systems for railways. The purpose was to generate concepts,
theoretical models, and empirical issues, which would
guide further studies on multi-project settings as an
empirical phenomenon. In order to acquire an in-depth
understanding of the practices an ethnographic approach
was chosen. During 14 months, one researcher spent
approximately 3 days a week at the company. As in most
ethnographic research, several sources of data were used,
e.g. observations, interviews, and studies of written
material, such as project documentation, technical documents, minutes, company instructions, and memos
[30,31].
The second study was initiated in order to test the
validity of the ﬁndings from the ﬁrst case. It was carried
out during the fall 1999 at an R&D division of a middlesized, private telecom operator. This multi-project
organization was chosen in order to contrast the organization in the ﬁrst case. Consequently, the study had a
similar research design, but it was executed over a third
of the time period.
At the ﬁrst study, 22 persons were formally interviewed, many of them several times. In the second
study, the number of respondents was 15. All interviews
were semi-structured. They lasted between 1/2 and 2 h
and were recorded and transcribed.
Finally, the generated written description was in each
case reviewed and discussed with key-informants. The
cases are summarized in Table 1.

2.2. Empirical setting one: the contract division
The Contract Division was one out of four divisions
in a middle-sized engineering company. The company
was more than 100 years old and had a strong industrial
tradition. During the time of the study, the company
had approximately 500 employees, who engineered,
produced, and installed signaling and safety systems for
railways. The clients were railway operators, subways,
and commuter train systems from all over the world. The
sales for 1998 were US$ 94 million, which made it one of
the leading companies on the international market.
The Contract Division had a matrix organizational
design. It had approximately 200 employees and was
responsible for all engineering activities involved in the
execution of major contracts (projects) to diﬀerent clients all around the world (80% of the company’s turnover). Twenty project managers coordinated the project
activities, which were carried out by personnel at three
engineering departments (40–70 engineers respectively).
Most employees were engaged in several projects simultaneously. Each department had the technical responsibility for a speciﬁed set of products. Due to safety
requirements, all technical designs had to be approved
by the department manager.
At the time of the study, the division had a portfolio
of approximately 30 projects. The size of these projects
varied between US$ 0.3 and 17 million in budget, and 1
and 5 years in duration. Their scopes varied from
improvements of existing designs and products, to
deliveries of entirely new systems for new clients. The
projects were based a few, common technical platforms;
however each project was technically complex and
comprised tailored applications for each speciﬁc client.
2.3. Empirical setting two: the R&D Division
The R&D Division was one out of six divisions within
a middle-sized, private telecom operator. At the time of
the study the company was only four years old (founded
in 1995), but it had the third biggest telecom capacity in
the country. It owned and operated networks for telecommunication, data communication and Internet. In
1998, it had approximately 500 employees and its turnover was US$ 150 millions.
The R&D Division was formed during the spring of
1999 in order to facilitate a creative environment for the
development of products and services. The division
engaged approximately 50 employees, localized together
at an oﬃce formed by a couple of old down town
apartments.
The R&D Division had a matrix structure. It had ﬁve
specialist departments (2–15 employees/department)
and one department for project management with seven
project managers. All together, these project managers
coordinated 12–15 project assignments. However, the
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Table 1
The empirical cases in summary

Organisation
Scope

Signaling systems, Contract Division

Telecom operator R&D Division

Execution of complex contracts on
turn key basis for international clients

Business and product development of new telecom services,
implementation of telecom infrastructure technical support
of existing products
Approx. 50 employees
Six departments: product management, technical development,
business development, IT-systems, juridical issues, project
management
Matrix structure: projects cross-functionally coordinated by
project managers at diﬀerent positions in the organization.

Size
Department structure

Approx. 200 employees
Five departments: 3 engineering, 1
administration, 1 project management

Project management structure

Matrix structure: all projects cross-functionally
coordinated by project managers at the project
management department.

Projects
Number of projects
Size
Technical complexity
Uncertainty in the projects
Prime emphasis
Project portfolio
Structure
Resource interdependencies
Technical interdependencies

Approx. 30
Budget: US$ 0.3–17 million Duration: 1–5 years
High
Primarily technical uncertainties
Product performance, eﬀectiveness

Approx. 60 (20 had oﬃcial priority)
Budget: US$ 0–6 million Duration: 12–2 years
Low
Primarily market uncertainties
Time, creativity

Execution of tailored system applications from a
speciﬁed set of generic technological platforms
High, due to use of common resources
High, due to use of common platforms

Execution of a vast array of diﬀerent types of projects with
diﬀerent background
High, due to use of common resources
Low

Project management system
Project management model

Company speciﬁc, compiled in a project
handbook
Project management procedures Standardized
Steering committees
Project portfolio, company level

technical work was always carried out at the specialist
departments. Most employees were engaged in several
projects simultaneously.
At the time of the study, there were approximately 60
projects deﬁned in the division’s portfolio. The projects
ranged in type from capital investments of several million dollars to feasibility studies or minor improvement
of Internet home pages. Project budgets ranged from
US$ 0 to 6 million, and schedules from 12 to 2 years.
Technically, the projects were relatively simple; however
the fast-moving telecom market generated signiﬁcant
uncertainties concerning their scopes.

3. Results
At the Contract Division as well as the R&D Division, the operations were constituted by an array of
projects sharing resources with limited interchangeability due to technical specialization. Both organizations were matrix structured; projects were crossfunctionally coordinated and executed by personnel
from diﬀerent specialist departments. However, a comparison between the two multi-project settings demonstrates signiﬁcant diﬀerences.

Division speciﬁc, superﬁcial draft on 10 pages
Non-standardized
Project portfolio, division level

3.1. Diﬀerences
First, the scope of the operations was diﬀerent. While
the Contract Division delivered and installed major
systems on contracts from external clients, the R&D
Division primarily developed new products and services
to be implemented in the company’s own, internal telecom network. Thus, while the rationality of the Contract Division was to include as little technical
innovation as possible in the projects in order to be cost
eﬃcient, the rationality of the R&D Division was to be
as innovative as possible in order to attract new subscribers to the company. In addition, the Contract
Division executed projects world wide, while the R&D
Division was concentrated on the domestic telecom
market.
Second, the complexity of the projects diﬀered. The
Contract Division ran many large, technically advanced
projects, with long duration, comprising a large number
of diﬀerent technical sub-systems and components, and
with a strong emphasis on performance and technical
security of the ﬁnal products. The projects of the R&D
division were on average much smaller, had shorter
duration time, and were not as technically complex.
Furthermore, when the uncertainty of projects in the
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Contract Division was due to the process of how to
engineer the contracted functions, the uncertainty of the
projects in the R&D Division was primarily due to the
problem of what to produce.
A third diﬀerence was historical. While the Contract
Division had a long industrial tradition of being one of
the leading actors on their international market, the
R&D Division was newly created and belonged to a
company which was less than 5 years old and impregnated by the telecom and Internet hype of the late
1990s. This diﬀerence pinpoints the fact that while the
Contract Division had a mature and comprehensive
system for project management, the procedures of the
R&D Division was immature, crude, and unsophisticated.
Finally, the compositions of the project portfolios differed. The Contract Division had a divergent project
portfolio; the diﬀerent projects were constituted by client contracts comprising tailored systems, however
based on a small number of generic technical platforms.
The R&D Division handled a more scattered portfolio,
comprising projects of many diﬀerent types and origins
but with a common outlet: the company’s telecom network. Consequently, the projects of the divisions were
diﬀerent, both in content and form.
3.2. Common characteristics
In spite of these diﬀerences, the dynamics of the project portfolios and the way the two organizations tried
to manage their portfolios were quite similar. On this
aggregate level, the two cases illustrate an almost identical pattern of problems and diﬃculties, as well as
problem solving strategies. In many ways the management teams of the two divisions were facing the same
challenges of multi-project management (for typical
interview extracts, see Table 2).
First, both project portfolios were characterized by
extensive project interdependencies. At the Contract
Division, several of the projects were suﬀering from
problems concerning signiﬁcant delays, and strained
customer relations, for one thing because of a major
change in platform technology. Most projects were
dependent on the same resources (personnel) for their
execution, which meant that scheduling of the resource
allocation was signiﬁcantly important. When one project had problems, other projects were aﬀected directly,
either because personnel were redistributed, or because
necessary technical solutions were not available as
scheduled.
At the R&D Division, there was a wide spectrum of
diﬀerent types of projects, with diﬀerent size, scope,
technology, and backgrounds. Even though the division
did not have any external customers of its own, project
lead-time was a primary concern. There was a strong
emphasis on launching new, creative services on the fast

moving telecom market before any of the competitors
did. The projects were not technically closely coupled,
but they were dependent on contributions from the
same limited number of persons. Thus, as in the Contract Division, delays and disturbances within one project often had negative eﬀects on several other projects
as well.
Secondly, in both organizations the primary everyday portfolio management issue was priority setting and
resource re-allocation. Both divisions had a steering
committee, for periodical review and control of the
project portfolio, and a ‘‘project boss’’, for dealing with
operational matters beyond the project managers’
authorities. At both divisions however, portfolio management was overwhelmed with issues concerning
prioritization of projects and the distribution personnel
from low-prioritized, or smoothly going, projects to
high-priority projects or projects in urgent crises. Most
of the time however there were no slack resources
available and when resources were redistributed it often
produced negative eﬀects on unanticipated places in the
project portfolio.
Thirdly, in both organizations there was a tough
competition between projects. There was a continuously
ongoing game of negations concerning access to available resources and the allocation of certain individuals
to speciﬁc projects. Due to ambiguous cause–eﬀects
relationships, unclear project priorities, and conﬂicting
interests between diﬀerent projects and departments,
unsettled issues were frequently boosted up through the
organizational hierarchy to be resolved by portfolio
management. Consequently, portfolio management
level was overloaded with problems.
Finally, management in both organizations was primarily engaged in short term problem solving. Due to the
troubles in many projects, both the steering committees
and middle management were occupied with ad hoc
problem solving. Long-term knowledge development or
process improvements, which might have been fruitful
to the portfolio as a whole, were always subordinated to
short-term problem solving in diﬀerent singular projects. Consequently, there was a widely spread feeling of
ineﬃciency in both organizations.

4. The resource allocation syndrome of multi-project
management
The ﬁrst research question of this study addressed
whether there are any operational portfolio management problems that are common for multi-project settings? The current ﬁndings indicate that there is.
The common pattern of the two cases constitutes a
‘‘resource allocation syndrome’’. In both organizations,
the primary management issue revolved around resources.
The portfolio management was overwhelmed with
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Table 2
Typical interview statements
Signaling systems, Contract Division

Telecom operator, R&D Division

Project interdependencies
and lack of resources

‘‘We have 20–30 ongoing projects at the same time,
then one project is delayed, and all our planning is
disturbed. And this doesn’t aﬀect only this single
project, instead everything slips away and ends up
on top of each other.’’ Department manager

‘‘We have the desire to do something but often
there is a lack of time and resources if we should
go for something. So when we go to the other
departments they tell us they don’t have the
resources to do this.’’ Project manager

Priority setting and resources
reallocations

‘‘It never goes exactly as planned. Something’s will
take longer, and other things come in between.
People here doesn’t work only with my project,
they have other things to do also. So then something
takes longer to do they’re supposed to, don’t go as
fast as planned. Then you don’t reach the project
goal because of the resource situation we’ve got.’’
Project manager

‘‘We do have the will to execute all of these
new ideas. But what is lacking is the resources
and an outspoken strategy of what we should
focus on.’’ Project manager

Competition between projects

‘‘Today, the most common reason for conﬂicts is
the instant lack of competent personnel. Why did
that project get so much better project members
than mine? Furthermore, the project managers
sometimes want to know why their project isn’t
prioritized when another project is.’’
Department manager

‘‘Many times when we go out in the organization
and try to ﬁnd resources for our projects we get
the answer that there aren’t any available. So
then there are a lot of arguments. . .’’ Project
manager

Short term problem solving

‘‘[That in every problematic situation] run around
and straiten things out, and have to talk to ten
diﬀerent people, and get ten diﬀerent answers is
very frustrating. . . . Maybe, we should arrange
a training camp in internal procedures.’’
Project manager

issues concerning prioritization of projects and, distribution of personnel from one project to another, and
the search for slack resources. However, there were no
resources available. Furthermore, when resources were
redistributed it often produced negative eﬀects on other
projects of the portfolio. This forced the management to
continuous ﬁre ﬁghting, resulting in reactive behavior
and short-term problem solving. However, the primary
lever for portfolio management to aﬀect an ongoing
project in trouble was resource re-allocation.
This is the answer to the ﬁrst research question; the
identiﬁed syndrome seems to be connected to the multiproject setting per se, independently of project type,
size, industrial context, and individual project participants. Thus, the ﬁndings verify the picture in literature
of the diﬃculty of planning, scheduling, and allocating
resources between diﬀerent, simultaneously ongoing
projects. Furthermore, the strong notion of scarcity of
resources in the empirical cases aligns well with ﬁndings
from most other studies of multi-project settings
[13,15,17,25,29].
4.1. Mechanisms inﬂuencing resource demand
In the following paragraphs we address some of the
possible causes to this syndrome. Even though our

‘‘We have a 80–20 relationship today. We can
only do 20% of all the things we want to do.
80% aren’t we able to handle, so you really
have to prioritize.’’ Department manager

empirical basis is limited, the Contract Division and the
R&D Division provide us with some indices concerning
what organizational mechanisms that cause the syndrome. In other words, what are the underlying
mechanisms behind the resource allocation problem?
One answer is that the syndrome is an eﬀect of failing
project scheduling. This is the most discussed reason in
the literature [7,16]. By appropriate multi-project scheduling, employed resources are supposed to move from
one project to another as in an eﬃcient machinery.
Hence, in both the empirical cases, the organizations
tried to run a centralized resource planning system
where personnel were allocated to diﬀerent projects with
respect to time schedules and oﬃcial project priorities.
However, since many projects lagged behind their schedules, the resource utilization that was scheduled to a
certain point in time was often not possible to activate.
Instead of a priori planning, the resource allocation
process was transformed into an issue of ‘‘after-the-factprioritization’’ between ongoing projects.
Another answer is that the syndrome is an eﬀect of
over commitment, i.e. too many projects in relation to
existing level of resources. In literature, this is claimed
to be the typical situation in multi-project settings [25].
As Spühler and Biagini [31] state it ‘‘there is hardly a
company to be found which does not launch more projects
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than it can master with available resources’’. Clark and
Wheelwright [26] call it the ‘‘canary cage approach’’ to
portfolio planning, i.e. that new canaries (projects) are
thrown into the cage without any analysis of the eﬀects
of the other canaries already in the cage. Both empirical
cases correspond with this picture. However going
through a major shift in platform technology, the parent
company of the Contract Division did not stop adding
new projects to the portfolio. Winning new contracts
was always the primary concern. At the R&D division,
on the other hand, a large number of business opportunities had been identiﬁed and as a response several
initiatives were taken, but nobody knew how to prioritize between them.
4.2. Mechanisms inﬂuencing resource supply
By addressing the demand side, the two explanations
above follow the traditional line of reasoning in the
literature. In both explanations, the existing level of
resources is treated as an independent variable, and the
problem is the resource demand at a speciﬁc situation.
However, by analyzing the resource supply side, we
inquire into factors usually not discussed in theories on
multi-project management. The current ﬁndings provide
us with some ideas about how structures and behaviors
inﬂuence the supply side of the syndrome. Based on the
cases, we will highlight two aspects:
First, the resource allocation syndrome might be an
eﬀect of management accounting systems that are dysfunctional for multi-project management. One example is
the Contract Division where each department got reimbursed for engineering hours spent on contracted projects based on a cost-plus principle. This was the
‘‘income’’ to the departments, while non-project time,
such as department meetings, education, and idling, was
accounted as costs. Thus, the ﬁnancial incentive for
departments were to spent as many engineering hours as
possible on each singular project. Thus, there were little
ﬁnancial incentives for productivity improvements.
At the R&D Division, engineering hours was not
accounted at all. Thus, neither portfolio management,
nor the project or department managers, had any
aggregate information about what the personnel actually were doing during in their projects. Consequently,
they had very limited data concerning potential eﬃciency improvements at the division.
Secondly, the syndrome might be an eﬀect of opportunistic project management behavior within the organizations. This type of process was a signiﬁcant
constituent of the political games of the two cases. In
these matrix organizations, one way for a project
manager to acquire the best experts was to furnish the
project with high priority from top management. If this
was impossible by ordinary means, i.e. by arguing for
higher priority than the other projects of the portfolio,

an alternative for the project manager was to push the
project to such a crisis that the project has to gain
priority if it should survive at all. In addition, if a project manager actually left resources to other projects,
there was a major risk that these resources would not
come back again when he or she needed them. Thus,
from a project manager’s point of view, acquired
resources should be protected from other projects as
long as possible, for instance by keeping them occupied,
busy, and unavailable.

5. Conclusions
This study explores management challenges that are
general to multi-project management and discusses
some plausible underlying mechanisms that cause these
challenges. Obviously, the article has a limited empirical
basis. However, since the two cases are taken from signiﬁcantly diﬀerent contexts, but still illustrated signiﬁcant commonalities, we believe that the ﬁndings
indicate something important.
The identiﬁed resource allocation syndrome validates
the established theoretical picture. However, while past
research has treated this syndrome primarily as a planning and scheduling issue, current ﬁndings illustrate that
this explanation is too simplistic. As shown, the allocation of resources to (and between) simultaneous and
successive projects is a process of politics, horse trading,
interpretation, and sense making that is far more complex than traditionally has been discussed.
The implication is that research on multi-project
management has to go beyond resource allocation and
start addressing incentive structures, accounting systems, and other deeply embedded features of the organization. As shown, managing a business structured as
multiple projects does not mean to superimpose an
extra level of coordination on traditional business systems and structures. Instead of more scheduling, progress reports, or more time spent on review meetings,
the whole system of managerial procedures has to be reconceptualized from its roots. As current ﬁndings indicate: the resource allocation syndrome of multi-project
management is not an issue in itself; it is rather an
expression of many other, more profound, organizational problems of the multi-project setting.
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